
Servant’s Heart Ministry Volunteer Opportunities

Volunteer Coordinators

Maintains volunteer schedule and contact info, trains volunteers to pack bags, facilitates
youth and group workshops, creates good working relationships between volunteers
and fosters a sense of friendship and family through volunteer appreciation activities,
reports to the Executive Director on a weekly basis to “check-in” on ministry updates
and needs within the community.

Food Unloading Volunteers

Takes groceries from the box truck and unloads them into the warehouse, sorts frozen
items into freezers and cold items into coolers, sorts and labels nonperishable items into
boxes; must be able to lift up to 20 pounds of food with no heavy equipment use,
reports to the Volunteer Coordinators for scheduling.

Food Packing Volunteers

Packs food support bags for children and families in need, gleans produce, packages
meat, sorts eggs, bundles bread, creates special needs bags for vulnerable individuals,
helps out in warehouse with breaking down boxes and collecting trash/recycling, reports
to the Volunteer Coordinators for scheduling.

Food Delivery Volunteers

Takes the Servant’s Heart food boxes out into the community to feed families in need,
shares warmth and compassion through action, shares the Gospel message as
appropriate to encourage families to discover their faith life; must attend a 1-hour
community partner orientation training and will be assigned a zip code to serve up to 5
families, reports to the Executive Director on a weekly basis to “check-in” on ministry
updates and needs within the community.

Dock Worker

Required to help distribute food to our Community Partners who deliver to families in
need. The dock volunteer needs to be able to lift 30 lbs or more. Always use safe lifting
techniques. Prepare grocery boxes for delivery. Dock worker needs to check the
cleanliness of Community Partners vehicles and determine whether they are safe for
food distribution. If a determination is made that a vehicle is unsafe, please bring it to
the attention of the lead in charge. Dock volunteer is required to keep their area clean.

Contact info@servsantsheartministry for more information.


